Meeting in Philadelphia from May to September 1787, the Constitutional Convention the French and Indian War, and the American Revolution.¹ During the Civil War, the states exempted religious

The U.S. Supreme Court’s jumbled views of the Establishment Clause threaten to render secularism the country’s de facto faith. It is time the court adopted a standard that does not punish the

That Constitution had earlier informed the conduct of the American colonists as they struggled to combine governance with religious expression, from colonies experiment with religious

As this religion and the American Constitutional Experiment, it ends up being one of the favored book religion and the American Constitutional Experiment collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the incredible book to have.

The U.S. Constitution and Religion

The Constitution had earlier informed the conduct of the American colonists as they struggled to combine governance with religious expression, from colonies experiment with religious

their own view: religious freedom at core of constitution

One nation under God, and one religion under God.” The call to “return” to a better time when Christianity defined the country is misleading, and what is even more to the point: it is dishonest.

your turn: politics and religion don’t belong together

The American Constitution, he argued, had been created in the “bible” of the Founders to limit the power of the federal government and maximize the scope of religious freedom, particularly with

how reformation’s twin seeds of biblical literalism and constitutional originalism spelled the end of roe

As Donald Trump’s former national security adviser Michael Flynn has put it, “If we are going to have one nation under God, which we must, we have to have one religion. One nation under God, and one

indian ay: constitution protects religion from government, not government from religion

The original, unamended Constitution has only The best way to honor the American Founders is to oppose the movement to politicize religion. Solomon Stevens is the author of “Religion

in the united states, politics and religion don’t belong together

The leaked draft of Justice Samuel Alito’s opinion in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, which has sent shock waves across the United States, indicates that a majority of Supreme Court

religion and the anti-abortion movement

When the leaked draft opinion in Dobbs v. Jackson’s Women’s Health Organization came out suggesting that the Supreme Court was prepared to overturn Roe v.

american politics and the lost art of toleration

The Court’s entry into this constitutional maze foreshadowed to the Establishment Clause emphasized that American settlers believed that religious liberty could best be achieved by a

adler: the supreme court and religion: entering the maze

Each May, graduation ceremonies are an exciting opportunity to celebrate the hard work of your friends, family and fellow students, and some people may feel moved to honor the occasion

ador: salvaging the flag: a matter of speech and religious liberty

With the Supreme Court poised to restrict free, and consensual pride, joining a crucial counterrevolution, there’s no telling what rights might get abolished next.

abolishing birth control and gay marriage is on the table

We must recognize that the Founders of the Constitution sought to protect religion from government, not to protect government from religion. Without exaggeration, we can describe the origins of
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